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Brin Bluestone

Brin is a Character controlled by club24 who appears in Galactic Horizon and the NSMC 309th Armored
Infantry "Ruthless Riders" plot.

Brin Bluestone
Species & Gender: Nepleslian Male

Organization: Galactic Horizon
Occupation: Security Staff

Rank: Senior Member

Character Description

Brin is a moderately built nepleslian man with fiery orange hair neatly kept up with a set of equally fiery
sideburns who stands at 5'8“ and weighs 80kg. His eyes are light hazel coloured and curious, his overall
stance indicates he takes his job seriously but is open to having some fun and messing around. The other
members of Horizon have likened him to the “dad” of the company right after Riccard himself.

Brin possesses a pair of cybernetic arms designed to enhance his strength considerably and allow him to
use heavier weaponry with a reduced risk to his personal being and better efficiency.

Personality

His personality is closest to that of a recently graduated college student with just enough mix of fun
loving and seriousness to get his job done but still mess around with his team and co workers. During
stressful situations or high profile jobs he often becomes more analytical and focussed to ensure the best
outcome.

History

Brin was born in Nepleslia and eventually moved out to Yamatai when he was 20 to travel the major
civilisations, while in Yamatai he met Riccard Black and the two became good friends while working
together. When Brin learned of Riccards plan to invest in his new business idea and create Galactic
Horizon the Nepleslian man decided to stay with him and help him build the company from the ground
up.

While the end result would see Brin as one of the security officers his initial role in the foundation of the
company had him working closely with Kryss Black. Brin assisted in designing many of the physical
systems for the company along with having a major input into the structure of the security force. He is
now considered a family friend to the Black family including Riccard and his wife and Kryss.
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After the first expedition in Galactic Horizon's new home world was concluded and the hired help was
sent home Brin and his security team continued making regular trips in the surrounding area of their
base as well as going further in the search for any useful resources of points of interest. It was on one of
these trips he was involved in a vehicle accident and damaged his arms badly, at his request they were
replaced with a cybernetic pair specially designed by Riccard himself.

In early YE 42 Brin decided to return to Nepleslia and enlist for a term after discussing his plans with
Riccard, they both agreed Horizon would be fine without him for a period of time while he returned to his
home to serve his birth nation.

Social Connections

Riccard
Kryss
Terrins
Anna and Bella
Horizon roster

Skill Areas

Leadership - Brin has developed a reputation among the employees of Horizon as a fair and fun
leader and is respected by most others for his skills and contribution to the company, he is part of
the senior security staff and gives orders to the lower level staff.
Combat - Brin trained with several paramilitary groups during his travels and developed
intermediate CQC skills as well as proficiency with firearms and good discipline. He uses these skills
in his work and also helps to train the new members of the Horizon security force.
Entertainment - Brin tells dad jokes
Technology - Brin has been exposed to plenty of tech working for Horizon and picked up the basics
on using most forms here and there along with some more advanced techniques for various
vehicles.

Inventory

Brin has the following items:

Personal clothing set
GH security uniforms
Personal Sonic Suppression Rifle
Personal BreachaNova Heavy Shotgun
Personal Sonic-Flare Sidearm
Funding supplied by Horizon for living costs
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OOC Information

This article was created on 2020/03/15 10:33 using the namespace template.

In the case club24 becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? YES
Can this character be adopted after I've been gone for a year? NO

Character Data
Character Name Brin Bluestone
Character Owner club24
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